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The nouns in Slovenian are slightly more complex and much more specific than English, but pronouns are used to replace nouns in a sentence similar to English. Nouns and pronouns can be male, female or neutering, singular, double or plural and are used with six declensions.  My Suggested Learning Series of Declensions is: (1) Nominal, (4) Accusive, (2) Genital, (5)
Localization, (6) Organic and (3) Dative. The sex of the essential slovene nolens can be male, female or neutral. Knowing how to identify the sex of a noun is important, since it is necessary knowledge to be able to use declensions correctly. How to determine the sex of a noun in Slovenian? Question Words Related to Skloni There are six grammatical cases in Slovenian, called
skloni. Sometimes, it can be a challenge to know when to use which. Fortunately, asking some basic but specific question words can help identify them. First Sklon - Nominal: kdo (who), kaj (what). Second Sklon - Genital: koga (who), česa (what), od kod (from where) Third Sklon - Dative: komu (who), čemu (what), kam (to where). Fourth Sklon - Accurate: koga (who), kaj (what),
kam (where). Fifth Sklon - Loctive: o kom (for who), o čem (for what), kje (where). Sixth Sklon - Orchestral: kom s (with whom), s čim (with what). First Sklon / Case 1 / Nominal / Imenovalnik The first sklon is the original format found in a dictionary. Knowing and memorizing his declension is the first step in learning grammar. Fourth Sklon / Case 4 / Accusative / Tožilnik The fourth
sklon is one of the most used declensions in Slovenian, as it is used with substantially directly affected by most verbs. Learning his declension immediately after the first sklon is also easier. Second Sklon / Case 2 / Genital / Rodilnik The second sklon is also one of the most used declensions in Slovenian and perhaps the most complex, confusing and versatile one. Generally used
for nouns directly affected by negative verbs, the second sklon is also applied in many cases. See also: Intentions v and na - Fourth Sklon Fifth Sklon / Case 5 / Detection / Mednik The fifth sklon is always used with intentions, often used to express about and shows locations where there are no movements or direction (otherwise, it will be the fourth sklon). Intentions are big
indicators skloni. Fifth Sklon - Tracking Personal Pronouns - All Skloni See also: Intentions v and na - Fourth Sklon Sixth Sklon / Case 6 / Organic / Orodnik The sixth sklon is always used with intentions, often used to express with someone or something and sites with Intentions. Sixth Sklon - Organic Personal Pronouns - All Skloni Third Sklon / Case 3 / Dative / Dajalnik Last but
just as importantly, the third sklon is commonly used for substantially being indirectly affected by most verbs. Third Sklon - Dative Personal Pronouns - All Skloni Declension by Genders Slovenian are essentially divided into three sexes: male, female female Neutral. Some of them have a different endings, therefore, a different declensions. I suggest that you know the six skloni
decently well before learning declension from the sexes. Bonus Different and random themes for Slovenian nouns. Read about fun. Other interesting components of nouns are verbs in nouns ... ... must continue. Slovenian grammar allows you to manipulate the vocabulary to obtain multiple forms of a word. The grammatical rules below are the most important in Slovenian and
help link words or shape the structure. We start with intentions: And: in Under: pod Before: pred After: po Inside: notri Out: zunaj With: z But: toda For: za From: iz/od To: do In: v To ask questions, use the following: What?: kaj? Who?: KDO? How?: kaka? Why?: zakaj? Where?: kje? Some of the most important time adverbs: Never: nikoli Rare: redko Sometimes: včasih Usually:
običajno Always: vedno Too: zelo Most commonly used pronouns in Slovenian: I: jaz You: ti He: for This: inga We: mi They: oni / one To express the possession of something [possessive form]: Me: your moj: his tvoj: njegov Her: njen Us: naš Them: nji hov Some random verb s to show how it is used: I speak English: jaz govorim angleško You speak French: ti govoriš francosko
Speaks German: for govori nemško Speaks Italian: ona govori italijansko I visited France: jaz sem obiskal francijo will drink milk: jaz bom pil mleko Some additional grammatical structures: I understand you: razumem vas do not understand you: ne razumem vas I do not speak French : ne govorim francosko This is my home: to je moja hiša This restaurant is far away: tista
restavracija je daleč No problem: ni problema The above Slovenian grammar can provide tools for use in coordination with the Slovenian vocabulary to obtain some popular slovene phrases. Main menu:VocabularyPhasesGrammarLarn SlovenianflashcardsAlphabetQuiz Did you know? Grammar can help you increase your vocabulary dramatically. Grammar is like a tool that helps
you manipulate words in a sentence by changing the shape and position of a word to create something new from the old one. ILANGUAGES.ORG © copyright notice of 2018. All rights reserved. The nouns in Slovenian are marked for the case and the number. There are 6 cases (nominal, genital, dative, accusative, localized, and organic) and 3 numbers (single, double, and
plural). Slovenian nouns are divided into 3 sexes (male, female and neutral). Each gender has different declension patterns, for a total of 10 declension forms. In addition to sex, there is a distinction between living and lifeless nouns, although this is relevant only for males substantially and only in the singular. The sex of a noun can usually be from the final vowel to the nominal
singular: Male nouns usually end in a consonant, although some end in a female vowel essentially usually end in -a; these are the essential a-stems. A number of women essentially come up with a pact; these are i-stem and v-stem essentially Neuter essentially end end -o or -e Adjectives can occasionally be used as nouns. They are rejected as the original adjective. There are no
articles in Solvenian.DependsAdjective declension is simpler than noun declension, as there is only one set of endings. Endings can be divided into three groups of cases: Nominal and causal, which are like o-stems of male and neuter nouns, and α-stems of females nouns The other female unique cases, which also follow the a-stems of the nouns The remaining cases, which
have endings unique to adjectives. These are the same for all three sexes in the double and plural Slovenian adjectives that have comparative and superlative forms. For many adjectives, these are formed peripratically, using the adverbs bȍlj more and nȁjbolj/nȃjbolj more. For some adjectives, especially more basic or old, comparative and superlative are formed with patches.
The adjectives in Slovenian distinguish between vague and defined importance. They correspond to the meaning of the distinction between the English vague Article a, referring to an unknown thing, and the defined article, referring to a known thing. The specified format is also used in fixed noun phrases where the combination of adjective and noun must be understood as a
single meaning. AdverbsThe adverb in Slovenian is always the same as the unique form of sterile of any given adjective if it comes from an adjective.lepo (sympathetic; neutral adjective) — Govorili so lepo. (They spoke beautifully.) Other types of adverbs come from nouns (doma - at home, jeseni - in autumn), prosthetic constructions (naglas - loud, pozimi - in winter), verbs
(nevede - unknowingly, skrivoma - hidden) or numbers. Antonia In Slovenian there are personal (jaz, jim), reflective (si), interrogation (kaj, komu), relative (kdor, kar), negative (nikogar), universal (vsemu), and vague (nekoga, nekaj) pronouns. Pronouns generally inflect like adjectives, although many do not have a defined form in the male nominal singular. Some pronouns are
erratic. VermsIn Slovenian, verbs are paired for 3 people and 3 numbers (single, double and plural). There are 4 tension (present, past, pluperfect, and future), 3 moods (indicative, compelling, and conditional) and 2 voices (active and passive). The verbs also have 4 entries and 2 verbal nouns (infinitive and supine). Not all combinations of the above are possible in any case. As in
all Slavic languages, Slovenian verbs are classified according to their aspect: final verbs, which represent an integrated action and final verbs, which represent a continuous action. Each verb is either perfecting or incomplete, and most verbs occur in pairs to express the same meaning as Aspects. For example, the concept of jumping expressed in the 2 different aspects is skákati,
which has a imperfect aspect and can roughly be translated as jump (continuously), and skočíti, which has a perfect aspect and can about be is jump (once). PrepositionsIn Slovenian, each preposition has a matched case. If a readable word follows a pre-position, the word is rejected in the same case as the matched case of the will. Some of the common Slovenian intentions are:
o, nad, po, pred, za, iz, v, na, od, kot, do, pod. Last wordsThis is a very brief overview of Slovenian grammar. To really tame it, you need to study each of the parts of the speech in much more detail. However, this review will hopefully give you an overview of Slovenia's grammar system and the main points to consider when learning. Page 2Learn Slovenian -
Quick/Easy/EfficientThis vocabulary book is an elaborate Slovenian word frequency list with 2000 of Slovenia's most common words and phrases. Following the Pareto principle (rule 80/20), this book is built to simplify the learning process by focusing on key words and sentence structures. The result is a unique book ideal for student guides and language hackers. Page 3Learn
Slovenian - Quick/Easy/EfficientThis vocabulary book is an elaborate Slovenian word frequency list with 2000 of Slovenia's most common words and phrases. Following the Pareto principle (rule 80/20), this book is built to simplify the learning process by focusing on key words and sentence structures. The result is a unique book ideal for student guides and language hackers.
Hacker.
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